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An important part of Clifford’s theory does not work properly for 
arbitrary fields R. To see why, we must recall the main steps of this theory. 
We are interested in extensions to RH-modules of a fixed H-invariant 
irreducible RN-module a, where N is a normal subgroup of a finite group H. 
We first pass to the factor algebra ‘u = RH/3 modulo the ideal 3 = 3, RH = 
RH3, generated by the annihilator 3, of 8 in RN. If StH is given its natural 
grading by the factor group G = H/N ( see (6.2) below), then 3 is a graded 
ideal, so that ‘u is a strongly G-graded ring (in the sense of [3] or Section 1 
below) whose l,-component ‘u, = RN/D, is a finite-dimensional simple R- 
algebra with %I as its irreducible module. It follows that the extensions of !8 
to RH-modules are just the pull-backs of the extensions of 2I to 2l-modules 
via the natural epimorphism of RH onto U. 
When 52 is algebraically closed (or, more generally, when ?I, is split over 
R), then 2I is the Kronecker product 
where E is the centralizer C(‘u, in U) of ‘u, in VI. Here Q is a strongly G- 
graded subring of Zl with 6, = R 1, N R. So Q is the twisted group algebra 
over R of a unique Clifford extension X(K) of the unit group U(E,) of 
a, = R by G. Because ‘8, splits over R, the decomposition (0.1) implies that 
tensoring with %l is an equivalence . @s B of the category Mod(E) of a- 
modules with the category Mod(%). So the extensions of % to %-modules are 
isomorphic to tensor products U OR 8, where U is an extension of the regular 
a,-module a, to a c-module. Since such U exist if and only if X(g) is a split 
group extension, we conclude that B extends to a RH-module if and only if 
the Clifford extension X(E) splits. 
The decomposition (0.1) does not hold for arbitrary fields R. In general, 
the group G acts as R-automorphisms of the center 3 of ‘u, via conjugation 
in 2I (see (1.5) and (1.6) below), and this action may very well be non- 
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trivial. In this case the product of the subalgebras a = C(%, in U) and VI, is 
Cxx,%,= 2 a,, 
ocC(3 inG) 
which is properly contained in 2I if the centralizer C(3 in G) of 3 is not all 
of G. Thus (0.1) fails unless G centralizes 3. Even in that case we do not 
obtain an equivalence of categories when ‘?I, is not split over 3. Indeed, 
Example 7.4 below shows that X(a) can fail to split even though 9 can be 
extended to a RH-module. This is hardly a property of a decent Clifford 
extension! 
Of course, the above problems can be avoided by using Cline’s stable 
Clifford theory [ 11, which produces a Clifford extension X(e) by giving a 
suitable strong G-grading to the endomorphism ring (5 = End,(ZIH) of the 
induced WY-module 9)H. In this theory there is an equivalence between 
Mod(@) and Mod(%) ( see Theorem 8.2 in [3]), and %I does extend to an 9l- 
module if and only if X(a) splits (see Theorem 2.8 below). The problem 
with this approach is that X(g) is an extension of U(@,) by G, and a, = 
End,,(B) is usually a non-commutative division ring. So none of the nice 
theorems about extensions of ‘B, such as those of Gallagher [6], which 
depend upon calculations in the cohomology groups of G with coefficients in 
a commutative group U(a,), can be proved this way. 
In view of all these problems and counterexamples it is somewhat 
astonishing that Gallagher’s theorems do hold in general. The proof of this 
arose when I was refereeing the first (unpublished) version of Isaacs’ paper 
[8]. In that version he proved that 9 extends to a RH-module for arbitrary R 
whenever N is a Hall subgroup of H, under the additional hypothesis that N 
is solvable when R has characteristic zero. His proof in the characteristic 
zero case did not use Clifford’s theory, but depended upon an ingenious 
application of techniques devised by him and Gajendragadkar [S] to 
compute Schur invariants. However, at one point in his prime characteristic 
proof he introduced certain factor sets of G in U(3) which were trivial if and 
only if l? could be extended to a RH-module. Aha! Stripped of coset 
representatives, matrices, factor sets and other camouflage, this argument 
came down to the observation that, if ?I, splits over 3, then it has a decom- 
position 
where a is a split simple R-algebra determined to within U(‘U,)-conjugacy. 
In this case we replace (0.1) by 
(0.3) 21=cxR3), 
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where a is now the centralizer, not of ‘u,, but of 2). Here a is also a strongly 
G-graded subring of ‘I[, but a, is 3, on which G may act non-trivially. So B 
is the “skew twisted group algebra” or “crossed product” over 3 of a 
Clifford extension of U(K,) N U(3) by G. As before, we have an equivalence 
between Mod(C) and Mod@), and !Z extends to a RH-module if and only if 
X(c) splits. 
With the above observation in hand, it was easy to re-prove Gallagher’s 
results in the general case of split VI,, and then to deduce Isaacs’ theorem in 
characteristic zero for arbitrary N by using tensor powers to reduce to split 
‘u,. Isaacs consequently revised his paper, and the new version 181 contains 
the above proof with a different reduction to split ‘?I,. 
In the present paper we shall take a different approach, based on the key 
Theorem 4.4 below, which has some independent interest. Let ‘u, be arbitrary 
so long as it is simple and finite-dimensional over St, and let 5 be the fixed 
field C(G in 3) of G acting on the field 3. We assume that: 
(O-4) The order / GI and z-dimension [‘2I, : 3 ] are relatively prime. 
Then Theorem 4.4 tells us that there is a unique U(‘U,)-conjugacy class of 
central simple $-subalgebras 9 of ?I, such that 
(0.5) a,=3 x,Q 
i.e., that ‘u, is obtained from a “unique” $-algebra by ground field extension. 
As before, this gives a decomposition 
(0.6) cU=cx*a, 
where a = C(32 in 3) is a crossed product over a, = 3 of a Clifford 
extension X(K) of U(3) by G. We do not necessarily have an equivalence 
between Mod(&) and Mod(%), since ‘1) need not split over 5. Nevertheless, 
we can show that g extends to a RN-module if and only if X(a) splits, and 
we can even recapture all of Gallagher’s theorems (see (6.1 l), Theorems 6.6 
and 5.10, and Lemma 5.7 below). Of course, this gives another proof of 
Isaac? theorem. 
One cannot hope to extend this theory much further. An example of 
Janusz (see Example 7.1 below) shows that ‘u need not have a strongly G- 
graded subring 6 with a, = 3 when (0.4) does not hold. So the only known 
approach is Cline’s in the general case. This, of course, only makes more 
interesting the exceptions when (0.4) holds or 3, is split. 
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1. STRONGLY GRADED RINGS 
By a ring ‘u we always mean an associative ring with identity 1 = 1,. We 
denote by U(‘u) the unit group of ‘u, and by Z(‘u) the center of ‘?I. Any U- 
module is understood to be right and unitary unless otherwise indicated. 
We fix a multiplicative group G with identity 1 = I,, and a non-zero 
strongly G-graded ring ‘u. As in [3], the latter is a non-zero ring (also 
denoted by U), together with a direct sum decomposition 
(l.la) ‘u = 2 ‘u, (us additive groups), 
OEG 
where the module products of the additive subgroups ?I, satisfy 
(l.lb) %,,‘?I, = ‘u,,, for all o, r E G. 
The expansion (1. la) is called the G-grading of ‘8, while the additive 
subgroup ‘u, is called the u-component of ‘8, for any CJ E G. One proves 
easily (see Proposition 1.4 in [3]) that: 
(1.2) The lo-component ‘?I, is a subring of% containing 1,. 
Since ‘u is non-zero, Proposition 5.2 of [3] tells us that: 
(1.3) The disjoint union 
GrU(‘U) = u (YI,n U(‘u)) 
OCG 
is u subgroup of U(‘u), and the map deg: GrU(%) -+ G having the inverse 
images 
degg’(a) = ‘11, n U(U), for all o E G, 
is a homomorphism of groups with kernel U(U,). So the sequence of group 
homomorphisms 
X(3): 1 + U(‘u,) L GrU(%) dep G + 1 
is always exact except possibly at G. 
The elements u E GrU@) are called the graded units of %, and 
deg(u) E G is called the degree of any such u. Of course, deg need not be an 
epimorphism since ‘u, n U(a) could be empty for certain (T E G. We know 
from Theorem 5.10 in [3] and the remarks following it that deg is an 
epimorphism, i.e., X(%) is exact, if and only if ‘?I is a crossed product of G 
over ‘u, in the sense of [lo]. 
Proposition 5.5 of [3] says that: 
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(1.4) The group GrU(U) acts as automorphisms of the subring 3, by 
conjugation in ?I, with any u E GrU(‘U) sending any a, E 3, into 
a:=u-‘a,uE’U,. 
In the language of [2] we have a “graded Clifford system 9I, {U, 1 CJ E G)” 
by (1.1) and (1.2). So [2, Sect. 21 implies that: 
(1.5) The group G acts as automorphisms of the subring Z(U,), with any 
u E G sending any .z E Z(U,) into the unique element z0 E Z(‘u,) satisfying 
za, = a,z”, for all a, E 3,. 
Evidently this action is related to that of (1.4) by: 
(1.6) zU = edeg(‘), for all z E Z(9l,) and u E GrU(2I). 
2. EXTENSION MODULES 
Each VI,,, (I E G, is a two-sided ?.I,-submodule of ‘u by (l.lb). If 9 is any 
non-zero ‘u ,-module, then this and (1.1 a) imply that the induced ‘%-module 
23% = 9 @,,?I is the direct sum 
(2.1) 2P= 2 (~)Oa,21,)= 2 9)” (as ‘u. ,-modules), 
OEG UEG 
where each conjugate ‘?IU,-module TV’ = %I &,, ‘21, has been identified naturally 
with its image in B’. In view of (1.2) we may also identify 9 with the ‘?I- 
submodule 8)’ = 9 @%, ‘u, of 93% so that: 
(2.2) v=v@ l,E%F, for all v E 8). 
As in (4.1) of [3], we may define additive subgroups eq, for u E G, and 6 
of the ring End,@‘) of all ?I-endomorphisms of 93% by: 
(2.3a) GO = {# E End,(g)“) 1 #(B,‘) c V”, for all r E G}, 
(2.3b) 
We know from (4.2) of [3] that CF is a subring of End&D’“), that its subring 
(5, contains the identity map 1, of 93% into itself, and that the grading (2.3b) 
makes @ a G-graded ring in the sense that 
B,(F, c (-fu,, for all CJ, t E G. 
Proposition 4.8 of [3] tells us that: 
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(2.4a) Restriction to 3)’ is an isomorphism of the additive group e, onto 
the group Homg,(W, ‘BUT) of all %,-homomorphisms of %)’ into W”, for any 
a,zEG, 
(2.4b) Restriction to 2I = YJ’ is an isomorphism of the subring (E, onto 
E%fJO 
Since 9 is non-zero, it follows from (2.4b) that B, and @ are non-zero. So 
we may define the subgroup GrU(@) of U(c) and the sequence of group 
homomorphisms 
(2.5) X,(9,“) = X(E): 1 + U(@r) 2 GrU(@!) deg G + 1, 
by (1.3) with 6 in place of ‘u (see Proposition 5.2 of [3]). As before, this 
sequence is always exact except possibly at G. Corollary 5.14 of [3] tells us 
that X&I”) is exact if and only if the %,-module B is G-invariant, i.e., is 
isomorphic to each of its conjugates %I”, u E G. 
A splitting homomorphism y for the sequence X,(23,“) is, as usual, a 
homomorphism y of the group G into GrU(@) such that 
(2.6) de&(a)) = 0, for all u E G. 
Evidently such y exist if and only if the sequence X,(9?“) is both exact and 
split. 
An extension gQ of the %,-module ‘%I to an ‘U-module is, of course, an 2I- 
module having 9 as its restriction to an %,-module. Thus the additive group 
of %I0 coincides with that of B), while the multiplication 0: !IJ30 x U--t !BQ in 
ZI@ satisfies: 
(2.7) v 0 a, = vu, E %I), forallvE~~=lJandalla,E%,. 
The preceding two concepts are closely related. 
THEOREM 2.8. The non-zero ‘II,-module lJ can be extended to an ?I- 
module if and only if the sequence X&I,“) is both exact and split. Indeed, 
there is a one-to-one correspondence between all extensions go of %I to 2l- 
modules and all splitting homomorphisms y for X&I’“), in which !ZIa 
corresponds to y if and only if 
(2.9) v Q a, = ~(a-‘)(v @ a,) E I,-, C ‘3)’ = 2l), for all 
v E g), u E G, and a,, E 3,. 
Proof: Suppose that !D30 is an extension of 23 to an ‘U-module. Then (2.7) 
implies that there is a unique %,-homomorphism of 23” = 23 &,, ‘u, into %I 
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sending u @ a, into u 0 a,, foranyoEG,vE%I,anda,E’U,.Inviewof 
(2.4a), this says that there are unique elements ~(a-‘) E (F,+, for u E G, 
satisfying (2.9). 
By (2.2) and (2.7) the element 1, E (5, satisfies 
v 0 QI = vu, = u @ a, = I,(u @ a,), forull vElIunda,EU,. 
Hence the unique element y( 1) must be 1 c. 
For any 0, r E G, the product y(r-‘)y(a-‘) lies in @+a,_, c QCO,)-,. If 
v E 8, a, E VI, and a: E VI,, then (2.9) and the fact that y(a-‘) is an ‘u- 
endomorphism of 8% imply that 
M-‘1 Y(Ol(~ 06%4)> = w’)(y(~-‘)([u 0 u,]a:>> 
= Y(7-‘>(bW’>(~ 0 aJla:> 
(2.10) = ?w)(k a %lQ9 
= y(7-‘)([o 0 %I 0 4) 
= [V&2,] Ou:. 
This last expression is just v @ (a&), since %3D is an 2Lmodule. By (l.lb) 
the above products a,@ generate the additive group ‘u,,,. So these equations 
force y(7-‘) y(o-‘) to be the unique element y((a7)-‘). This completes the 
proof that y is a splitting homomorphism for X,(g3), the only such 
homomorphism satisfying (2.9). 
Now let y be any splitting homomorphism for X&B”). For any u E G, 
v E 8 and a, E ?I, the element ~(a-‘) of B,_, sends v @ a, E ZI a,, 8, = W’ 
into an element of 8)’ = !B by (2.3a). Thus we may use Eq. (2.9) to define a 
bilinear product 0: 8 X ‘u, +!.I! for any uE G. In view of (l.la) there is a 
unique extension of these products to a bilinear product 0: %l X ‘?I + 9). 
Since the homomorphism y sends 1, into the identity 1, of GrU(@), it 
follows from (2.2) and (2.9) that (2.7) holds. If v E g), a, E 8, and a: E VI,, 
for any u, 7 E G, then (2.10) holds by (2.9) since ~(a-‘) is an ‘u- 
endomorphism of 9%. Because y is a homomorphism, this implies that 
v 0 @A = Y((u~)-‘)(v 0 @,a:)> 
= [y(r-‘) y(u-‘)](v @ (c7,a:)) = [v Q a,] 0 0:. 
Therefore the product 0 is associative, and thus defines an extension of the 
%,-module 2J to an %-module gO, the only such module satisfying (2.9). So 
the theorem is proved. 
The group U(tZ1) acts naturally on the set of all splitting homomorphisms 
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for X,(!.B’), with any u E U(@,) sending any such homomorphism y into the 
conjugate splitting homomorphism y” for X&B,“) defined by 
(2.11) y”(u) = u-‘y(o)u E (3, e,a, G e4,, for all u E G. 
This action is related to isomorphisms of extension modules by: 
THEOREM 2.12. Two extensions of the %,-module ‘I) to %-modules are 
isomorphic as %-modules tf and only tf the splitting homomorphisms for 
X,(3,“) corresponding to them in Theorem 2.8 are U(Q,)-conjugate. Thus 
the correspondence of Theorem 2.8 induces a one-to-one correspondence 
between all U-isomorphism classes of extensions of 13 to %-modules and all 
U(@ ,)-conjugacy classes of splitting homomorphisms for X,(8”). 
Proof: Let %J30 and !DO’ be two extensions of %I to U-modules, and y and 
y’ be their respective corresponding splitting homomorphisms for X&B’“). 
Any ‘U-isomorphism of !Ba’ onto ‘@ is also an YI-automorphism of g, i.e., a 
unit of End&Z). By (2.4b) the ‘U,-automorphisms of %I are precisely the 
restrictions of elements u E U(@r). In view of (l.la) the restriction of any 
such u is an ‘U-isomorphism of ga’ onto !Ba if and only if 
(2.13) u(u 0’ a,) = u(u) 0 a,, 
for any u E 9, CJ E G and a, E VII,. From (2.9) for 0’ and 0, and the fact 
that u is an ‘U-endomorphism, we obtain 
u(u 0’ a,) = [uy’(o-‘>l(~ 0 qJ, 
u(u) 0 arr = Y(U-‘)(u(u> 0 a,> = [y(o-‘)ul(u 0 a,>. 
Since the products u @ a, generate %’ = % 0 ‘?I by (l.la), we conclude that 
(2.13) is equivalent o 
uy’(u-‘) = y(u-‘)u, for all u E G, 
which holds if and only if y’ = y” by (2.11). So the theorem is proved. 
If we apply the above considerations to the regular %,-module U,, we 
obtain: 
COROLLARY 2.14. The regular ‘U,-module ‘u, can be extended to an ‘?I- 
module if and only if the sequence X(U) is both exact and split. Indeed, there 
is a one-to-one correspondence between all extensions Up of ‘u, to U-modules 
and all splitting homomorphisms y for X(‘u), in which %!I? corresponds to y if 
and only tf 
(2.15) a,Oa,=y(u~‘)a,a,EU,_,‘U,U,=‘U,, for all a, E ?I,, 
uEGanda,EU,. 
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This correspondence induces a one-to-one correspondence between all B- 
isomorphism classes of such extensions (up and all U(‘u,)-conjugacy classes 
of such homomorphisms y. 
Proof. In view of (1.2) there is a natural isomorphism of the induced VI- 
module 9Iy = ‘u, @%, ‘u into the regular %-module ?I, sending a, @ a into a, a 
for all a, E ?I, and a E ‘u. Evidently this isomorphism is grade-preserving, 
i.e., sends 9I; = ‘?I1 @ I[, onto ‘u, = ‘u,‘u, for all u E G. Since the ?I- 
endomorphisms of the regular ‘U-module are just left multiplications by 
elements of 8, this isomorphism induces an isomorphism of the ring ‘u onto 
End,, sending any a E !?I into the endomorphism: 1, @ a’ F+ 1, @ (aa’), 
for all a’ E U. From (l.lb) and (2.3a) it is clear that this latter isomorphism 
maps ?I, into Q, for any o E G. This, (l.lb) and (2.3b) imply that it is a 
grade-preserving isomorphism of VI onto Q = End&T). The corollary now 
follows directly from Theorems 2.8 and 2.12 once we translate their 
statements about 8)” = 2Iy and (5 to statements about ‘?I via the above 
isomorphisms. 
3. SIMPLE 8, 
Now we assume that the subring ?I, of our strongly G-graded ring ‘u 
satisfies 
(3.la) Z(‘u,) is afield 3, 
(3.lb) ‘u, is simple offinite dimension [Vl, : 31 as an algebra over 3. 
The action (1.5) makes 3 a G-field, i.e., a field together with an action of 
the group G as field automorphisms. We denote by 5 the fixed subfield 
(3.2) 5 = C(Gin3) = ?I, nZ(VI) 
under this action (here the second equality comes directly from (1.5) and 
(l.la)). 
We shall be interested in subrings 9 satisfying: 
(3.3a) a is an $-subalgebra ofU, containing l,, 
(3.3b) a is central simple ofJinite dimension [II) : 51 as an algebra over 
5. 
For any such a we have: 
LEMMA 3.4. The centralizer (5 = C(5) in ?I) of 3 is a strongly G-graded 
subring of ‘u containing 1, and satisfying: 
(3.5a) a, = 6 n U, = C(D in 21u,),fir all u E G, 
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(3Sb) 6, is the centralizer in ‘11, of the central simple 3-subalgebra 39 
of dimension [3D : 3]= [D : 51, and hence is itself a central simple 3- 
algebra offnite dimension [(I, : 3]= [a, : 3]/[9 : 51, 
(3.5~) Z(C,) = Z(U,) = 3 (as G-fields), 
(3.5d) The S-algebra ‘3 is the Kronecker (internal tensor) product 
d x t a over i’J of its subalgebras c5 and 3, while ‘u, is a, X I 33. 
Proof. It follows from (3.2) that ‘u is an algebra over its central subfield 
5. By (l.lb) each ‘u,, u E G, is an @subspace of ‘u. Thus we have a 
“graded Clifford system ?I, {U, / o E G} over 3” in the language of [2]. So 
Corollary 6.5 of [2] implies that Q is a strongly G-graded subring of ?I with 
the a-components (3.5a). 
Evidently a, equals C(3D in a,), which contains 1,. It follows from (3.3) 
that 3B = 3 x R D is a central simple 3-subalgebra of ‘u, with dimension 
[33:33l=[lJ:5] (seeTh eorem V.22 [i.e., Theorem 22 of Chap. V] in [9]). 
Hence 0, satisfies (3.5b) by Theorem V.9 of 191). 
By (3.5b) the fields Z(a,) and Z(‘u,) = 3 coincide. If z E 3 and (T e G, 
then (3.5a) implies that the element z” E 3 defined by the action (1.5) for U 
satisfies 
zc, = c,Y, forall c,ECu5’U,. 
Hence this z” coincides with the z0 defined by the action (1.5) for c, and 
(3.5~) holds. 
Finally, (3.5d) follows from Lemma 6.2 of [2]. So the present lemma is 
proved. 
With a judicious choice of 3 we can use the above lemma to prove that 
X(2I) is exact. 
THEOREM 3.6. When 2l satisfies (3.1) the sequence X(2I) of (1.3) is 
exact. 
Proof. By Wedderburn’s Theorem the simple z-algebra U, is a 
Kronecker product c, x, 8, where 6, is some division subalgebra, and the 
subalgebra ‘1) is isomorphic to the algebra [31b of all b X b matrices with 
entries in 3, for some b > 0. Evidently the &subalgebra a of b 
corresponding to the subalgebra [sib of [31b satisfies (3.3). Since [31b is the 
product 3[51b, the 3-subalgebra 33 is 8. So C(3% in ‘?I,) is the above 
division algebra a, by Theorem V.9 of [9], and the sequence X(c) 
associated with the strongly G-graded ring a of Lemma 3.4 is exact by 
Proposition 6.1 of [3]. Thus for any u E G there is some unit 
U, E u(a) n c&. From (3.5a) it is clear that u, also lies in U(U)n%,. 
Therefore X(2I) is exact by (1.3) and the theorem is proved. 
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There are several natural homomorphisms of exact sequences involving 
X((u). The first is: 
PROPOSITION 3.7. In the situation of Lemma 3.4 the sequence X(C) is 
also exact, and inclusion 6 dC ‘u induces a homomorphism X(C) jC X(U) 
of short exact sequences which is identi& on G. That is, we have a 
commutative diagram: 
(3.8) 








X(‘u): 1 - U(‘u,)~ GrU(‘U) - deg G----t 1, 
Proof: The strongly G-graded ring a also satisfies (3.1) by (3.5b). Hence 
X(E) is exact by Theorem 3.6. The rest of this proposition follows directly 
from (3Sa) and the definition of X(‘u) in (1.3). 
The second homomorphism involving X(%) comes from the action of 
GrU(%) on ?I, in (1.4). We use exponential notation for the group Aut(‘U,) 
of all automorphisms of the ring ‘u,, so that any a E Aut(‘U,) sends any 
a,EVl, into ayE%,. (Note that this contrasts with our usual use of 
functional notation for homomorphisms.) Then we have: 
(3.9) There is a homomorphism k of the group GrU(%) into Aut(‘U,) 
sending any u E GrU(‘U) into k(u): a, t-+ a: = u-la, u, for all a, E U,. 
The restriction of k is the usual epimorphism of U(U,) onto the subgroup 
Inn&) of all inner automorphisms of 3,. Since X(U) is exact, this implies 
that k induces a homomorphism, which we shall also call k = k,, of G into 
the outer automorphism group Out@,) = Aut(%,)/Inn(‘U,). Thus k induces 
the following homomorphism of short exact sequences: 








A@,): 1 - Inn@,) - Aut(2I,) - Out Out(%,)- 1, 
where “out” is the natural epimorphism of Aut(U,) onto Out((u,). 
A final homomorphism involving X(U) comes from the principal norm 
Nm: ‘?I, -+ 3 of the central simple algebra 2I,. We recall the definition of Nm 
from [9, p. 1131. Choose any extension field ?J of 3 so that the ‘J-algebra 
9 0, ‘u, is isomorphic to the full matrix algebra [VI,, where d is the degree 
[U, : 31”’ of U,. Then Nm(ai), for any a, E ?I,, is the determinant of the 
matrix in [g], corresponding to 1, @ a, E ‘J a3 ‘I[, . This norm is 
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independent of the choices of ?J and the isomorphism of 2) O3 ‘11, onto [‘I)],. 
It clearly satisfies: 
(3.1 la) Nm sends the group U(%,) homomorphically into U(3), 
(3..1 lb) Nm(z) = zd, for all z E 3, where d = [au, : ,I”*. 
The corresponding homomorphism of exact sequences i  given by: 
PROPOSITION 3.12. The homomorphism Nm: U@l,)-+ U(3) of groups 
induces a homomorphism Nm of the extension X(3) of U(U,) by G into an 
extension NX(‘U) of U(3) by G with the action (1.5) of G on U(3). That is, 
there exists a commutative diagram of group homomorphisms with exact 
rows: 







NX(2I): 1 + U(3) 5 NGrU(%) deg G - 1. 
The extension NX(%) and the homomorphism Nm: X(‘u) + NX(%) are 
determined to within isomorphism by these conditions. 
Proof. The unicity of the principal norm implies that it is invariant under 
any automorphism a of the ring ‘?I, : 
(3.14) Nm(ay) = Nm(a,)” E 3 = 3”, forall a,E%,. 
Applying this to the automorphism k(u) of (3.9) and using (1.6), we obtain 
Nm(a:) = Nm(a,)” = Nm(al)deg(u), for all a, E ‘u, and u E GrU(2I). 
The proposition follows easily from this. 
4. A FIELD REDUCTION 
When the ring ‘ZI, satisfies (3.1), a ring automorphism a E Aut(‘U,) is 
inner if and only if it centralizes 3 (see Theorem V. 16 in [9]). Hence: 
(4.1) The natural action of the outer automorphism group Out((u,) as 
automorphisms of triefield 3 = Z(‘u,) (’ m which any w E Out(%,) sends any 
z E 3 into zw = zn E 3 for any a E Aut(‘U,) having w as its image in 
Out($)) is faithful. 
We shall fix K and tE satisfying 
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(4.2a) K is a subgroup of Out@(,) having Jinite order (KI relatively 
prime to I(rr, : 31, 
(4.2b) Q! is the Jixed field C(K in 3) of K under the above action of 
K < Out(%,) on 3. 
Since the finite group K acts faithfully as automorphisms of the field 3 by 
(4.1), Galois theory tells us that: 
(4.3a) Thefield 3 is ajinite normal separable extension of its subfield (5. 
(4.3b) The action (4.1) induces an isomorphism of the group K onto the 
Galois group Gal(s/(E) of 3 over G, 
(4.3~) The G-dimension [ 3 : G ] of 3 equals 1 KI = 1 Gal(3/@)1, and hence 
is relatively prime to [a, : 3 1. 
Our immediate goal is: 
THEOREM 4.4. If (3.1) and (4.2) hold. then there is a unique U((u,)- 
conjugacy class of central simple (E-subalgebras a of 21, such that U, is the 
Kronecker product 3 X, D of 3 and rD over c4. 
The proof of this theorem involves several lemmas, and will occupy the 
rest of this section. 
Let L be the inverse image of K ( Out(%,) under the natural epimorphism 
out: Aut(%,)+ Out(%,), so that we have the exact sequence 
1 --+Inn(lI,)~L%K- 1. 
For each o E K we choose an element i(a) E L having u as its image 
out(l(a)) in K. Then there is a unique function i: K x K--t Inn@,) such that 
(4.5) A(u) i(r) = i.(m) i(a, r), for all o. 5 E K. 
Associativity for the product i@),I(a) :( ) / 7 in L gives the usual identity 
(4.6) i@u, 7) i@, a).“” = i@, us) i(u, T), for all p. u, r E K, 
where i@, a) *“I = 1(r)- ’ i@, a) 47) is defined by conjugation in L. 
We must lift i back along the natural epimorphism k of U(‘u,) onto 
Inn(‘U,) defined in (3.9). 
LEMMA 4.1. There exists a function a: K X K + U(‘u,) satisfying: 
(4.8a) k(a(u, 7)) = i(u, 7), for all u, r E K, 
(4.8b) a(p, r) a@, a)“” = a@, ~7) a(u, 7), for all p, u, r E K, 
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where a@, o)*(*) is &Jined by the action of L(r) EL < Aut(2IJ on 
dJ,a)Eq. 
Proof. We use the techniques of [4] to reduce this to a question about a 
3-cocycle of K in U(3). 
Since k: U(U,) --+ Inn(‘Z(,) is an epimorphism, there is certainly some 
function a: K x K --) U(‘u,) satisfying (4.8a). It follows from (3.9) that k 
preserves the actions of Aut(‘lI,) on U(%,) and Inn((u,), so that 
k(a@, a)*(‘)) = k(a@, c#“’ = i@, u)‘(~), 
for any p, u, t E K. We conclude from this and (4.6) that the homomorphism 
k sends the element 
(4.9) z@, 6, 5) = a(o,r)-l a@, ur)-’ u@u, t)a@, up 
into 1. Hence z@, u, r) lies in the kernel U(3) of k: U(‘u,) + Inn@,). A 
straightforward computation (see Lemma 7.1 in [4]) shows that z is a 3- 
cocycle of K in U(3), where K < Out@,) acts on U(3) by (4.1). 
We apply the principal norm Nm of ‘11, to both sides of Eq. (4.9). From 
(3.14) and (4.1) we obtain 
Nm(u@, a)‘““) = Nm(u@, a))‘(‘) = Nm(u@, u))~. 
From (3.11b) we get 
Nm(zdo, 0, r)) = z@, 0, rjd E U(3), 
where d is [a, : 31 I’*. Hence (3.1 la) and (4.9) give 
z@, u, r)d = Nm(u(u, 5)))‘Nm(u@, ur)))‘Nm(u@u, r)) Nm(u@, a))‘. 
Thus zd is the coboundary of the 2-cochain Nm(u(u, r)) of K in U(3). Since 
d= [U, : 31”’ is relatively prime to IKI by (4.2a), while the exponent of the 
cohomology group H3(K, U(3)) divides ] Kj (see Satz 1.16.19 in [7]), we 
conclude that z is a coboundary, i.e., there is some function c: K x K + U(3) 
such that 
z@, u, t) = c(u, 5)-‘c@, ur)-‘c@u, r) c@, uy, 
for all p, u, r E K. Using the centrality of U(3) in U(U,), we deduce that a 
can be replaced by c-‘a to obtain a function satisfying all the conditions of 
the lemma (see Theorem 8.1 of [4]). 
From now on we fix a function a: K X K + U(U,) satisfying (4.8). In view 
of (4.5) and (4.8a) we have 
a1 
A( = ul(or)i(u.r) = uA(o~)a(o,~) 
1 1 9 
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for all a, E ‘L[, and 0, r E K. It follows from this and (4.8b) that we may 
form the crossed product B of K over ?I, with respect to a and A. As in 
Section 1 of [lo] and Section 5 of [3], this is a strongly K-graded ring 93 
generated by ‘u, and elements b(a), u E K, satisfying: 
(4.10a) ?I, is the subring 23, of 23, 
(4.10b) b(a) E 233, A U(d), for all cr E K, 
(4.10~) 23, = b(o)%, is a free rank-one %,-module generated by b(o),for 
any u E K, 
(4.10d) a, b(a) = b(a)u:‘“‘,for any a, E ‘u, and u E K, 
(4.10e) b(u) b(r) = b(us) u(u, T), for any u, 5 E K. 
The field 3 is Z(23,) by (4.10a). In view of (4.10b, d) and (1.6), the action 
of K on 3 = Z(B,) defined by (1.5) for B coincides with the action of K on 
3 = Z(‘u,) defined in (4.1): 
(4.11) z” = b(u)-‘zb(u) = zAcU), for all z E 3 and u E K. 
It follows that the fixed field @ = C(K in 3) of (4.2b) is a central subfield 
containing the identity 1, = 1, of 8. Hence 93 is an E-algebra. 
LEMMA 4.12. The a-algebra 3 @@ 23 obtained by extending the ground 
field G of 23 to 3 is isomorphic to the full matrix algebra [ %, ] ,1(, of degree 
(KI over 2l,. 
Proof. For simplicity we shall denote the 3-algebra [91,11gr by 1131. 
Instead of the integers from 1 to lKl we use the elements of K itself as row 
and column indices for the matrices in 9JI. For any u, r E K we denote by 
E,,, the matrix in W having 1, as its u, r-entry and all other entries zero. 
Then 9JI is the direct sum 
!Ul= 2 ‘U,E,,, 
o.rsK 
as an 2t,-module, and the E,,,, besides commuting with the elements of ‘u,, 
obey the usual rules 
EmA, = En,, 7 if p=u, 
= 0, if PfU, 
for all 71, p, u, r E K. It follows that YJI can be made a strongly K-graded ring 
by setting 
mm, = z %Eor,r, for all u E K. 
7EK 
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For any a, E 2Ii and u, t E K we have 
b(as)-‘(b(a)a,)b(s)= b(c77)-‘b(u)b(r)a:“’ =u(u,7)u:(T), 
by (4,lOd) and (4.10e). Since this last expression lies in ‘?I,, and Z30 is 
b(u)%, by (4.1Oc), we conclude that the map 4, defined by 
4&J = x (b(os)-'b,b(r))E,,,,, for all b, E 9,, 
TEK 
is a homomorphism of the additive group 2J3, into !JJI, for any u E K. If 
b, E 23, and b; E !8,, for any u, 7 E K, then b,b: lies in 2J3,23, = ?B3,,. An 
easy computation shows that 
#,@a,) 40:) = #,,@A E ‘%dJJC = ‘Yn. 
Hence the 4, are the restrictions to the d, of a unique grade-preserving 
homomorphism 0: 23 -+ Illl of strongly K-graded rings. 
Because 3 is a subring of 23 i, Eqs. (4.11) give 
for all z E 3. In particular, we have 
4(e)= 1 eET,r=el,, 
TEK 
for any e in the fixed subfield (F of K. Hence 4 is a homomorphism of the 6% 
algebra B into W, and therefore induces a homomorphism w of the 3- 
algebra 3 aIE 23 into the s-algebra W. 
Since 3 and Yll are CZ-subspaces of 23, we may identify the a-algebras 
30,3 and 30e% naturally with their images in 3 @,B. For any z’, 
z E 3, we have 
v(z’ 0 z) = Z’@(Z) = x (z’z=)E,,, E 2 3E,,,. 
ZEK TGK 
Because the subring TTCK 3E,,, of 9JI is the direct sum of jK[ copies 3E,,, 
of 3, Theorem V.4 of [9] and (4.3b) above imply that w sends 3 OQ 3 
isomorphically onto this subring. 
As an e-algebra, U, is simple of finite dimension [21u, : e] = 
[‘?I1 :3][3 : a] = [a, : 31 IKl by (3.1) and (4.3~). Its center 3 is separable 
over C by (4.3a). So Theorem V-35 of [9] tells us that the 3-algebra 
30,% is semi-simple of dimension [?I, : 31 IKI. Because v/ sends 
Z(3 @a U,) = 3 @,3 monomorphically into 1132, it sends the semi-simple 
481/12/2-a 
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algebra 3 @e ‘u, monomorphically into !UI. But ~(3 aB a,) = 3@,) = 
34,(23,) is contained in 
which also has s-dimension [?I, : 31 IKI. Therefore w sends 3 @@?I, 
isomorphically onto WI. 
Each ?ZO, u E K, is an Csubspace of FJ by (4.1Oc), since (5 is a subring of 
‘u,. So 3 @a 8, may be identified naturally with its image in 3 @a 23. Then 
the 3 @e BU evidently form the o-components of a K-grading making 
3 Ot B a strongly K-graded ring. The j-algebra homomorphism I+Y: 
3 OB 8 + ‘9.B is grade-preserving 
w(3 0, B3,) = 3mJ,) c 35% = % 5 for all o E K. 
Since 3 @,!B and 9J are both strongly K-graded rings, and the restriction of 
ylis an isomorphism of3@@8,=3@@211 onto9JII,Lemma13.100f [2] 
tells us that w is an isomorphism of 3 0, b onto 9JI. So the present lemma is 
proved. 
Now it is easy to complete the proof of Theorem 4.4. The 3-algebra 
3@,~~W,l,K, is central simple of dimension [(u, : 31 lKIZ by (3.1). 
Hence the e-algebra 58 must also be central simple of dimension 
[!!I, : 31 lK/*. The two numbers [‘?I, : 31 and lKl* are relatively prime by 
(4.2a). So Theorem V.31 of [ 91 implies that B is isomorphic to the tensor 
product 23, OB d, of two central simple t&algebras 23, and 23, of dimensions 
[U, : 31 and IK-(*, respectively. This and Lemma 4.12 give us isomorphisms 
of 3-algebras 
where 3 @e 23 1 and ‘u, are central simple j-algebras of dimension [?I, : 3 1, 
while 3 C&B, and [311K, are central simple a-algebras of dimension [Kl*. 
Since [U, : 31 and lKl* are relatively prime, the unicity part of 
Theorem V.31 in [9] implies that 3 @,8, and ‘u, are isomorphic 3- 
algebras. Therefore ‘u, has a central simple C-subalgebra  isomorphic to 
d,suchthat’ll,=3x,D. 
Suppose that W is also a central simple Csubalgebra of ?.I, such that 
‘ZI, = 3 X, 3S. Then ‘II and 3’ have the same dimension [a, : 31 over @, as 
does the opposite algebra Dopp to 3). Let a, be a central division algebra 
over t5 such that Dopp @@ a’ is isomorphic to a full matrix algebra over 3,. 
Then [a,, : @] divides 
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and hence is relatively prime to [3 : Q] = ]K] by (4.3~). It follows that 
3 @e 3, is a division algebra over 3 (any left or right ideal would be 
simultaneously a vector space over both 3 and a,,, and thus have @- 
dimension divisible by the least common multiple [3 alEa : (E] = 
[3 : %][a, : E] of their dimensions). But the Brauer equivalence 
a,- IDopp 0, D’ of C-algebras implies the Brauer equivalences and 
isomorphisms of 3-algebras 
3 063 a, - 3 appp Oe a’) = (3 @@ .yp @,(3 @I, a’) 
N uypp @J3 'u, -3 
(see Sect. V.13 of [9]). Thus the division 3-algebras 3 C& 3, and 3 must be 
isomorphic. Therefore a, is one-dimensional over E, and hence is 
isomorphic to B. 
We now have the Brauer equivalence of g-algebras Dopp @,a’ - E:, 
which implies that 3 - a’. Since a and IS have the same C-dimension 
[a, : 31, this forces them to be isomorphic @-algebras. Any isomorphism 4: 
3 r 3’ extends to an isomorphism of the z-algebra 3 X, D onto 3 X, B', 
i.e., to an automorphism of the S-Algebra aI,. Any such automorphism is 
inner by (3.1) above and Theorem V.16 of [9]. So there is some u E U(U,) 
such that a’ = #(a) = 3’. Obviously any U(%r)-conjugate of 3 also satisfies 
the conditions of Theorem 4.4. Therefore ID is unique to within U(‘u,)- 
conjugacy, and the theorem is proved. 
5. EXTENDING SIMPLE MODULES 
We now add to (3.1) the condition that the group G have finite order 
relatively primecto [Zlu, : 31. So our entire list of hypotheses is: 
(5.1 a) G is a multiplicative group of Jnite order j GI, 
(5.1 b) ‘u is a strongly G-graded ring, 
(5.1~) 3 = Z(‘?l,) is afield, 
(5.ld) ‘11, is simple ai a 3-algebra, with finite dimension [a, : 31 
relatively prime to ( G I. 
The action (1.5) of G on the field 3 is equivalent o a homomorphism of 
the group G into the automorphism group Aut(3) of 3, with the centralizer 
C(3 in G) of 3 in G as kernel. Since G is a finite group, Galois theory tells 
us that: 
(5.2a) 3 is a j?nite normal separable extension of the fixed subfield 5 = 
C(G in 3) of G, 
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(5.2b) The Galois group Gal(a/S) is isomorphic to the factor group 
G/(73 in (3, 
(5.2~) The $-dimension [3 : 5]= IGal(3/S)I is ]G/C(3 in G)], which 
divides ] G] and hence is relatively prime to [?I, : 31. 
We apply Theorem 4.4 to prove: 
LEMMA 5.3. There is a unique U(‘U,)-conjugacy class of central simple 
8-subalgebras D of 9l, such that ?I, is the Kronecker product 3 xR a, and 
hence [a : 51 is [a, : 31. 
Proof. Since (3.10) is a commutative diagram with exact rows, it is clear 
from (1.6), (3.9) and (4.1) that its homomorphism k: G + Out(U,) satisfies 
Zkb) = zo 3 for all CJ E G and z E 3, 
where zk(“) is defined by (4.1) and z0 by (1.5). So the image k(G) of G is a 
finite subgroup of Out(%,) with the same fixed field in 3 as G: 
C(k(G) in 3) = C(G in 3) = 5. 
The order 1 k(G)] divides IG], and hence is relatively prime to [U, : 31 by 
(5.ld). Therefore (4.2) holds with K = k(G) and (Z = 3, and Theorem 4.4 
implies the present lemma. 
We fix one of the subalgebras a in the preceding lemma. 
LEMMA 5.4. The centralizer (E = C(D in a) is a strongly G-graded 
subring of 2l, with the o-component a,, = C(lD in ‘$I,) for any u E G. The l,- 
component a, is precisely 3. The sequence X(a) is exact, and hence is a 
group extension 
X(C): 1 -U(3) <GrU(E)sG--+ I 
of U(3) by G, where G acts on U(3) by (1.5) for ‘?I. Finally, the $-algebra U 
is the Kroneckerproduct a X, D of its subalgebras g and D. 
Proof Conditions (3.3) are satisfied by Lemma 5.3. So Lemma 3.4 gives 
the first statement of the present lemma. Since 3% is 11, = 3 X, lD, it follows 
from (3.5b) that 
(5, = C(3D in U,) = Z(U,) = 3, 
which is the second statement of our lemma. This and Proposition 3.7 imply 
that X(E) is a group extension of U(3) = U(a:,) by G. The action of G on 
U(3) in this extension agrees with that of (1.5) for ‘u by (3.5~) and (1.6) for 
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K Thus the third statement of the lemma holds. The rest of the lemma comes 
from (3Sd). 
We call the group extension X(a) of U(3) by G a Clz@.ord extension for 
the strongly G-graded ring VI. Since 3 is determined to within U@,)- 
conjugacy by ‘u (see Lemma 5.3), so is X(a). 
LEMMA 5.5. Any other choice of a has the form D”, for some u E U(U,). 
In this case, conjugation by u is a grade-preserving isomorphism of the 
strongly G-graded subring E of ‘u onto 6” = C(W in VI). This conjugation 
centralizes 3 = a, = a:. Hence it sends the group GrU(a) isomorphically 
onto GrU(V) so that the diagram 
x(a): l- U(3); GrU(K) deg G- 1 
I (.)U /I 1 (.)U I/ 
X(V): 1 - U(3) A GrU(CS”) deg G ---+ 1 
commutes. Thus it induces an equivalence (.)“: X(a) ES X(6”) of Clifford 
extensions of U(3) by G. 
Proof The first statement comes from Lemma 5.3. Evidently conjugation 
by u E U(‘u,) is an automorphism of the ring ‘?I sending the subring a = 
C(B in ‘?I) isomorphically onto V = C(J)” in a). Since u lies in ‘II,, it 
follows easily from (1.1) that conjugation by it leaves invariant each ‘?I,, 
u E G. This and the definition of a, in Lemma 5.4 imply that 
(a,)’ = C(CD in a,)’ = C(B ’ in ?I:) = C(B’ in 3,) = (a’),, 
for any u E G. Thus the second statement of the lemma holds. The rest of the 
lemma follows immediately from this since 3 = Z(U,) is centralized by 
UE’U,. 
In view of (3.1 lb) the homomorphisms of exact sequences X(c) --P= X(U) 
and X(‘u) +Nm NX(‘LI) of (3.8) and (3.13) can now be composed to yield a 
homomorphism of extensions of U(3) by G, 








NX(2l): 1 - U(3) ---k NGrU(2I) deg G ---+ 1 
lying over the endomorphism (.)d of U(3) sending each element z into its 
dth power zd, where d is the integer [‘?I, : 3]“*. 
LEMMA 5.7. The Cltflord extension X(a) splits if and only if the 
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extension NX(‘U) splits. Indeed, there is a one-to-one correspondence between 
all U(3)-conjugacy classes of splitting homomorphisms y for X(0) and all 
U(3)-conjugacy classes of splitting homomorphisms 6 for NX@), in which 
the class of y corresponds to that of 6 if and only if 6 is U(3)-conjugate to 
the splitting homomorphism Nmy: o I--, Nm(y(a)) for NX(%). 
ProoJ The endomorphism (.)” of U(3) induces the similar “dth power 
endomorphism” of the cohomology group H”(G, U(3)), for any integer n. 
Since d= [?I, : 31"' is relatively prime to ]G] by (5.ld), while the exponent 
of H”(G, U(3)) divides / G ] by Satz I. 16.19 of [ 71, the latter endomorphism 
is an automorphism of H”(G, U(3)). If a E H’(G, U(3)) corresponds to the 
Clifford extension X(E), then the commutivity of (5.6) implies that 
ad E H*(G, U(3)) corresponds to the extension NX(%). Because (.)d is an 
automorphism of H’(G, U(3)), the element a is trivial if and only if ad is 
trivial. This is equivalent o the first statement of the lemma by Satz 1.17.2b 
of [7]. 
Now suppose that one of the extensions X(E) and NX(2I) splits. Then 
they both split, so that we may fix a splitting homomorphism y,, for X(E). 
Since (5.6) commutes, the composition Nmy, is a splitting homomorphism 
for NX(%). By Satz 1.17.3 of [7] there is a one-to-one correspondence 
between all U(3)-conjugacy classes of splitting homomorphisms y for X(E) 
and the elements p of H’(G, U(3)), in which the class of y corresponds to ,f3 
if and only if B is the image of the unique 1-cocycle c of G in U(3) such that 
Y(U) = c(o) Y&>~ for all a E G. 
Because (5.6) commutes and c has values in U(3), this equation implies that 
Nmy(u) = c(ujd Nmy,@), for all o E G. 
It follows that the class of Nmy corresponds to /Id under the similar one-to- 
one correspondence, between all U(3)conjugacy classes of splitting 
homomorphisms 6 for NX(2l) and the elements of H’(G, U(3)), determined 
by the fixed splitting homomorphism Nmy,. This and the fact that (e)d is an 
automorphism of H’(G, U(3)) imply the rest of the lemma. 
Corollary 2.14 for the strongly G-graded ring K tells us that any splitting 
homomorphism y for X(a) defines an extension 3O of the regular module 3 
over 0, = 3 to a K-module such that 
(5.8) 
z 0 c, = ~(a-‘) zc, E a,-, a1 a, = a,, for all z E 3, u E G and c, E E,. 
If II) is any D-module, then Lemmas 5.4 and 5.3 imply that 3a@oZB is 
naturally a module over ‘u = Q X8 a having 3 Or, ZB as its restriction to a 
module over ‘u, = 3 X8 3). 
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LEMMA 5.9. The %,-module 3 @a ZU is simple if m is an irreducible D- 
module. 
Proof. Any ?I,-submodule II of 3 @%I is simultaneously a 3- 
submodule and a Dsubmodule. Since 3 and 3 are both simple S-algebras, 
this forces the z-dimension ]U : 51 to be divisible by both the dimension 
[3 : 5 ] of the irreducible module 3 over the field 3 and by the dimension 
[YB : 5 ] of the irreducible module %B over 9. But [YB : 5 ] divides [Z : 5 ], 
which equals ]‘?I, : 3 ] by Lemma 5.3, and hence is relatively prime to 13 : 3 ] 
by (5.2~). Therefore [U : S] is divisible by the least common multiple 
l3:5]l~::5]=[3’~:o~::5]of13:5]and[~:3].HenceUiseitherO 
or 3 <“:‘* !IB. and the lemma is proved. 
We now have all the necessary pieces for the proof of our main result: 
THEOREM 5.10. If (5.1) holds, then an irreducible ‘U,-module 23 can be 
extended to an %-module Z@ if and only if the exact sequence NX(2I) of 
Proposition 3.12 splits. Indeed, if 6 is any splitting homomorphism for 
NX(‘ZI), and if’0 is chosen in Lemma 5.3 and a defined by Lemma 5.4, then 
Lemma 5.1 gives us a splitting homomorphism 7 for the Clifford extension 
X(K) such that the splitting homomorphism Nmy for NX(‘U) is U(3)- 
conjugate to 6, while Corollary 2.14 for the strongly G-graded ring (5 gives 
us a unique extension 3’> of the regular module over 3 = K, to a O-module 
satisfving (5.8), and Lemma 5.9 implies that the module 3’;1)@8TIl over ‘u = 
0 X, 3 is an extension of the irreducible ‘%-module 3 O8 ‘113 for any simple 
D-module !Uk The isomorphism class of the resulting %-module 3c’ @8’211 
depends only on the U(3)-conjugacy class of S, and not on the choices of IL y 
and ll3 made in its definition. 
Proof The regular module %, over the finite-dimensional simple 3- 
algebra ‘II, is a direct sum of copies of the irreducible ‘%,-module 3). Hence 
‘u, extends to an VI-module if 9 so extends. In that case the sequence X(a) 
splits by Corollary 2.14. Because diagram (3.13) commutes, this implies that 
NX(‘LI) splits. 
Conversely, any splitting homomorphism 6 for NX(?I) leads via the 
construction in the second statement of the theorem to an extension -. 
3,’ @a 2B of an irreducible VI-module 3 @a !‘IB to an %-module. Since the 
finite-dimensional simple j-algebra ‘u, has just one isomorphism class of 
irreducible modules, the extension 30 at, 2B is isomorphic to an extension of 
ZI 2 3 @a 21) to an ‘U-module. Thus the first two statements of the theorem 
hold. 
Any other choice of the irreducible module !IB over the finite-dimensional 
simple B-algebra 3 must be an isomorphic module YB’. Evidently the module 
3“, $& YB’ over ‘?I = t% X, 3 is then isomorphic to 3”@J2B. So the 
isomorphism class of the latter module does not depend on the choice of m. 
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Any other choice of the splitting homomorphism y must be a conjugate y” 
by some ZJ E U(3) in view of Lemma 5.7. Corollary 2.14 for K tells us that 
the corresponding extension 3 au of 3 to a &-module is isomorphic to 3? 
Hence the modules 3@Q2ll and 3°@5 2J3 over ‘?I = K X,%! are 
isomorphic. So the isomorphism class of the latter VI-module does not 
depend on the choice of y. 
Any other choice of a is a conjugate V‘ by some u E U(‘?I,) in view of 
Lemma 5.3. It is evident from Lemma 5.5 that the conjugate y” is a splitting 
homomorphism for the Clifford extension X((P) associated with 3’. The 
homomorphism Nm: GrU(‘u) -+ NGrU(%) of (3.13) carries y” into the 
splitting homomorphism Nm(yU) for NX(‘U) given by 
[Nm(yU)](o) = Nm(u-‘y(o)u) = Nm(u)-‘Nmy(o) Nm(u), for all o E G. 
So Nm(yU) is the conjugate of Nmy by the element Nm(u) of Nm(U(‘L[,)) & 
U(3). Since Nmy is U(3)-conjugate to 6, so is Nm(y”). Thus au, a” and y” 
may be used in place of 3), Cs: and y in the construction of the theorem. 
From the simple D-module %g we construct the conjugate simple a’- 
module !IB” whose elements are the formal expressions w” for w E %3, and 
whose operations are determined by: 
(5.1 la) The map w c, w” is an isomorphism of the additive group of lB 
onto that of YB’, 
(5.1 lb) w”d” = (wd)“, for all w E !D and d E 2). 
Let 3@ be the extension of 3 to a B”-module corresponding to y” in 
Corollary 2.14 for V. Then (5.8) and its equivalent for 0” give 
z 0” cz = y”(a-‘)z”c: = [y(a-‘)zc,]” = [z 0 $1” = z 0 c,, 
for all z E 3, u E G and c, E a,, since u E U(VI,) centralizes both elements 
z and z 0 c, of 3 = Z(‘u,). It follows that 3O” is isomorphic to the 
conjugate (P-module (39”. Evidently the module (39” @ 2B3” over 
U = U” = 6” x, 3” is isomorphic to the conjugate module (3 x B ‘ID)“. It Od 
follows easily from (5.11) that the map y” ++ yu, which is defined since 
u E U(‘u,) is a unit of ?I, sends the %-module (3O@, !IB)’ isomorphically 
onto 3005 !D. Therefore the ‘U-modules 3°“@,2Bu and 3a@8B3 are 
isomorphic. So the isomorphism class of the latter ‘U-module does not 
depend on the choice of a either, and the theorem is proved. 
6. GROUP REPRESENTATIONS 
We start with an epimorphism 7c of a multiplicative group H onto our 
earlier group G. So we have an exact sequence of group homomorphisms 
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(6.1) x: l-N-= HA G- 1, 
where N is the kernel of 71. The group algebra ‘%H of H over any 
commutative ring 31 is then a strongly G-graded ring with the u-components 
(6.2) (RH), = 2 %p, for all u E G. 
oEH,nb)=o 
Notice that the l,-component of %H is just the group algebra of the normal 
subgroup N: 
(6.3) (!RH), = !.RN (as Rsubalgebras of%H). 
Hence any %N-module 2I determines the usual induced %H-module !@‘= 
93”’ = 9 &,,,flH and conjugate %N-modules YY’ = 23 0, (‘SH),, for u E G, 
as in (2.1). 
We now fix 8 satisfying: 
(6.4) 23 is a G-invariant simple %N-module which isfinitely generated as 
an !%module. 
The factor ring of %H modulo the annihilator ann(2JH in %H) of @’ in 
!KH will be our earlier strongly G-graded ring X 
LEMMA 6.5. If (6.4) holds, then ?I = A(%) = %H/ann(%” in %H) is a 
strongly G-graded ring such that the natural epimorphism of %H onto U is 
grade-preserving. This epimorphism induces an isomorphism of the factor 
ring ‘!RN/ann(!IJ in %N) onto ‘II,. Hence 3 = Z(‘u,) is a.field, ‘?I, is a simple 
algebra offinite dimension [a, : 31 over 3, and l3 is naturally a simple 2l,- 
module. 
Proof. From (1. lb) we obtain 
W(%H), = 2?, for all o, t E G. 
This, (2.1) and (l.la) imply that ann(!V’ in %H) is a graded two-sided ideal 
of %H with the G-grading 
ann(@‘in %H) = 2 ann(@’ in (SH),). 
UEG 
The first statement of the lemma follows directly from this. 
In view of (6.3) the natural epimorphism of RH onto ‘u. induces an 
isomorphism of !IIH/ann(!IV’ in %N) onto VI,. By (2.1) we have 
ann(2JHin %N) = ann = n ann(Vin YIN). 
OEG UEG 
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But ann(W in WV) is ann (!II in ‘W) for any u E G, since %I N 9)” is G- 
invariant. Thus ann(@’ in VW) is ann(23 in WV), and the second statement of 
the lemma holds. 
It follows from (6.4) that ann(B in !R) is a maximal ideal of the 
commutative ring %. Hence ‘?I, = IltN/ann(V3 in WV) is an algebra over the 
field R = !R/ann(!P in %), and 3 is a faithful simple %,-module of finite R- 
dimension. The rest of the lemma is an immediate consequence of this. 
Conditions (3.1) are now satisfied by the strongly G-graded ring ?.I, so that 
we have the exact sequence NX(‘LI) of Proposition 3.12. The degree d = 
p,:3y* of II, is evidently the dimension [ZJ’ : 3'1 of any 3’@,U,- 
composition factor 9’ of 3' @,g), where 3' is any extension of 3 to a 
splitting field for ‘?I,. So we may call d the absolute degree of the irreducible 
RN-module 8). 
THEOREM 6.6. If, in the above situation, G has jinite order relatively 
prime to the absolute degree d of T3, then I) can be extended to an %H- 
module if and only if the exact sequence NX(‘U) splits. In that case, any 
U(3)-conjugacy class of splitting homomorphisms 6 for NX(%) determines a 
unique isomorphism class of extensions of ‘2) to %-modules, and hence to %H- 
modules, by the construction of Theorem 5.10. 
Proof. It follows from the formula (2.9) of Theorem 2.8 that any 
extension of %I to an %H-module is annihilated by ann(gH in %H), and hence 
is an extension of % to a module over ‘u = !RH/ann(g” in SH). Since any 
extension of 23 to an U-module is automatically an %H-module, this and 
Theorem 5.10 imply the present heorem. 
It follows from (1.3) and (6.2) that inclusion induces a homomorphism of 
the extension X of N by G into the extension X(!RH) of U(%N) by G. The 
natural grade-preserving epimorphism of %H onto ‘u induces a 
homomorphism of the extension X(%H) into the extension X(a) of U(U,) 
by G. Composing these homomorphisms with the homomorphism Nm: 
X(‘u) + NX(‘U) of (3.13), we obtain a homomorphism Nm’: X+ NX(U), 
i.e., a commutative diagram of group homomorphisms: 








NX(U): 1 -U(3) > NGrU(U) 2 G - 1. 
The kernel L of Nm’: H + NGrU(2l) is a normal subgroup of H contained in 
N, and Nm’: X + NX(%) induces a monomorphism 
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NX(‘U): 1 -U(3)--; NGrU(%) - deg G--d 1 
of the factor sequence X/L into NX(2I). 
COROLLARY 6.8. If the sequence X/L splits in the situation of 
Theorem 6.6, then VJ can be extended to an %H-module. Indeed, any N/L- 
conjugacy class of splitting homomorphisms y for X/L determines a unique 
isomorphism class of extensions of lJ to 9ZH-modules corresponding to the 
splitting homomorphisms Nm”y for NX(%) in Theorem 6.6. 
Proof This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 6.6 and the 
commutativity of (6.7). 
A few special cases of this corollary are worth noting. 
COROLLARY 6.9. If the homomorphism Nm’: N-, U(3) is trivial (e.g., if 
N is perfect), then N/L is 1 and (z’))’ is the only splitting homomorphism 
for X/L. So a unique isomorphism class of extensions of B to %H-modules is 
determined in this case. 
COROLLARY 6.10. If NIL has Jinite order relatively prime to 1 G) (e.g., if 
1 NI is finite and relatively prime to /G I), then there is a unique N/L- 
conjugacy class of splitting homomorphisms y for X/L. So a unique 
isomorphism class of extensions of 23 to flH-modules is determined in this 
case. 
Proofs. Corollary 6.9 is obvious, and Corollary 6.10 follows from 
Satz 1.17.5 in [7]. 
Remarks. We can make the regular s-module 3 into a module Nm(23) 
over the group algebra 3N by letting any p E N act on Nm(B) = 3 as 
multiplication by Nm’@) E U(3) in the ring 3. It is possible to rephrase 
Theorem 6.6 in terms of extensions of the 3N-module Nm(ZJ), not to 3H- 
modules, but to modules over the skew group algebra 3,'H, the z-vector 
space having the elements of H as a basis, in which the product of elements 
of H agrees with their product in the group H, and we have 
zp = pY+), forall zE3andpEH, 
where n@) E G acts on 3 = Z(%,) by (1.5) for ‘?I. As in (6.2) and (6.3), the 
ring 3SH is strongly G-graded with l,-component 3'N = 3N. So we may 
speak about extensions of the 3N-module Nm(23) to 3SH-modules. 
If Nm(%I))H is the induced 3$H-module Nm(B) @3N 3SH, then we may 
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show, as in Lemma 6.5, that the factor ring ‘u’ = 3SH/arm(Nm(ZI)” in 3SH) 
is strongly G-graded, and that a’, is isomorphic to the field 
3 = 3iV/ann(Nm(23) in 3N). So Corollary 2.14 gives us a one-to-one 
correspondence between all isomorphism classes of extensions of Nm(%I) to 
3”H-modules and all U(‘U;)-conjugacy classes of splitting homomorphisms 
for X((u’). The homomorphism Nm’: X+ NX(‘U) induces an isomorphism 
of X(‘u’) onto NX(B) as extensions of U(%‘,) N U(3) by G. This and 
Theorem 6.6 tell us that (in the situation of that theorem): 
(6.11) ‘8 can be extended to an ‘9ZH-module if and only if Nm(23) can be 
extended to a j”H-module. Indeed, any isomorphism class of extensions of 
Nm(l3) to 3SH-modules determines a unique isomorphism class of extensions 
of B to %H-modules. 
7. COUNTEREXAMPLES 
An arbitrary strongly G-graded ring ‘u satisfying (3.1), even one coming 
from a group algebra of a finite group H as in Lemma 6.5, need not have 
any strongly G-graded subring a with 6, = 3. So it need not have anything 
resembling the Clifford extension X(c) of Lemma 5.4. The following 
example, which was kindly provided by Janusz, illustrates this. 
EXAMPLE 7.1 (Janusz). Pick two primes p and q such that 
(7.2) p = 1 (mod q*). 
The residue class field Gp of the p-adic completion 0, of the rational number 
field has order p. So we may choose a primitive (p - 1)st root of unity 19 in 
Q, whose image 0 in BB generates the cyclic group U(a,,) of order p - 1. 
Let R be the extension field Q,(w) obtained by adjoining a primitive pth 
root of unity o to &I,. Then the Galois group Gal(R/Q,) is cyclic of order 
p - 1, and thus contains an element a of order q* by (7.2). We define 2I to be 
the crossed product over R of the cyclic group (a) of order q* generated by 
a, determined by 
(7.3a) ‘u = 271 1 p’R (as R-modules), 
(7.3b) kp = pk”, for all k E R, 
(7.3~) pq2 is the element 9 of the subring R of 94 
for some element p. Then ‘u is a central simple algebra of degree 
[9l : g]“* = I( = q* 
over the fixed field 5 = C((a) in St) of (a). 
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Because R = Q,(w) is a totally ramified extension of Q,, the inclusions 
e, c iJ G R induce isomorphisms between the residue cla_ss fields-a,, 5 and 
R of Q,, 3 and R, respectively. If we identify Z$,, 5 and R by these 
isomorphisms, then the map RR+,: 9 --) 3 induced by the field norm Ns-a: 
R + FJ just sends any EE R into its q* power. So (7.2) implies that the 
generator-8 of U(E) has multiplicative order q* modulo the image U(E)q2= 
RR-a(U(R)) of U(R). It follows that 19 has multiplicative order q* modulo the 
image N,+,(U(R)) of U(R). This and (7.3~) imply that the class {2l} of ‘u 
has order q* in the Brauer group Br@) of the field 5. Since q2 is also the 
degree of 11, we conclude from this and Theorem V.28 of [9] that ‘u is a 
division algebra. 
The crossed product ‘?I is naturally strongly (a)-graded, with (7.3a) as its 
grading. Hence it is also strongly graded with respect to the factor group 
G = (cz)/(czq) of (a), with the u-components 
‘ZI, = c /.A, for all (T E G = (a)/(a”). 
de0 
In this grading the subalgebra ‘u, is the crossed product of (aq) over R 
generated by pq and hence, in view of (7.3b), is a central simple algebra over 
the fixed field 3 = C((a”) in St). 
It follows from (1.6) above and Corollary 6.2 of [3] that any strongly G- 
graded subring (5 of ‘u. with a, = 3 must be a crossed product over 3 of the 
Galois group Ga1(3/5), which is isomorphic to G. Hence Cs. is a central 
simple 5-subalgebra of % with degree [c : ali’* = 1 G] = q. Thus U is the 
Kronecker product a X, a of a with its centralizer 3, which is another 
central simple S-subalgebra of ‘u with degree [‘?I : s]“‘/[a : 5]“2 = q2/q = q. 
Since (5 and D both have degree q, their classes (a} and {a} in Br@) both 
have orders dividing q by Theorem V.28 of [9]. Hence {?I} = {c){D} also 
has order dividing q, contradicting the fact that its order is q2. Therefore U 
has no strongly G-graded subring a with a, = 3. In view of Lemma 3.4, this 
implies that ?I, has no central simple S-subalgebra 3 such that ‘u, = 3 x B3. 
It is clear from (7.3) that the algebra 2I is generated over QP by its finite 
multiplicative subgroup H = (0,~) of order pq*(p - l), while ‘u, is 
generated by the normal subgroup N= (w,p”) of index q in H. So the 
strongly G-graded ring ‘u is a factor ring of the strongly G-graded group 
algebra Q,H as in Lemma 6.5. 
Our next example shows that the Clifford extensions X(c) of Lemma 5.4, 
even when they exist, need not have the vital property of splitting if and only 
if the irreducible 2I,-module extends to an U-module. Again our counterex- 
ample comes from a group algebra of a finite group. 
EXAMPLE 7.4. Now let 2t be the Kronecker product B xn U, of two 
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quaternion algebras (I and ‘u, over the rational number field Q. If 1, i, j, k is 
the usual quaternionic basic for B, then the decomposition: 
a=lQiiQijQikQ 
makes tI a strongly G-graded algebra for a four-group G. Hence the decom- 
position 
makes ‘u a strongly G-graded ring. The quaternion algebra ‘?I, satisfies (3.1), 
and G centralizes its center 3 = IQ = 5 under the action (1.5). So 
Lemma 5.3 holds with 3) = VI,, and a = C(‘u, in ?I) has the properties of 
Lemma 5.4. Any splitting homomorphism y for the Clifford extension X((I) 
would provided an isomorphism of the group algebra QG onto a, an 
isomorphism that cannot exist since G is abelian and (I is non-commutative. 
Hence no such y exists. But ‘u = 6 x c Zl, Y [Q], has a 4-dimensional 
irreducible module whose restriction is the irreducible regular %,-module Yl, . 
Hence the latter can be extended to ‘u even though X(a) does not split. 
Evidently the above U is an epimorphic image of the group algebra QH of 
the central product H of two quaternion groups M and N in such a way that 
VI, is the image of the group algebra QN of the normal subgroup N and (I is 
the image of QM. So this ‘u. also comes from a group algebra via 
Lemma 6.5. 
Even in the “best possible” case when (5.1) holds, there can exist 
extensions of an irreducible %,-module %I to ‘U-modules which do not come 
from splitting homomorphisms for NX(%) or for a Clifford extension X((I) 
via the construction of Theorem 5.10. The following example illustrates this 
for group rings. 
EXAMPLE 7.5. We take for 2l the Kronecker product a x c ‘11, of a 
quaternion algebra VI, over the rational number field Q with the group 
algebra a = Q(a) of a cyclic group (u) of order 3. Evidently ?I is naturally a 
strongly (a)-graded ring with the grading in which 
?I,, = a”U 1, for i= 1,2,3. 
Here all the conditions (5.1) are satisfied with G = (a) of order 3, and with 
[?I, : 31 = [U, : Q] =4. Clearly 3 =3 = 1Q in (5.2), so that D = ‘u, in 
Lemma 5.3, and c, with the G-grading 
tI=lQiuQiu’Q, 
is the strongly G-graded subring of Lemma 5.4. Because 1 is the only cube 
root of unity in Q, the only splitting homomorphism y for the Clifford 
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extension X(c) is inclusion: G s GrU(a). But the exact sequence X(a) also 
has a splitting homomorphism y’ sending u into its product with the cube 
root (- 1 + i + j + k)/2 of unity in the quatemion algebra ‘u, . Evidently the 
two splitting homomorphisms y and y’ for X(2I) are not U(‘U,)-conjugate. So 
they lead to non-isomorphic extensions of the irreducible regular U,-module 
to ‘U-modules in Corollary 2.14. 
Of course, the present ?I also comes from a group algebra QH via 
Lemma 6.5, where H is the direct product of the group G of order 3 with a 
quaternion group of order 4. 
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